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More Buying Choice 3 new from $53.28 5 used from $31.12 1 collectibles from $43.99 Buy this book on Nastasia-B on October 02, 2013Signaler is a contentSee attention review page! UFOs on the horizon! The exclusive adjective is used so incorrectly that its value is being used and greatly diminished as a result of overemburable ill-
right. So much so that when you meet a book really and in every way exceptional, it's hard to find a qualifier. Exceptional, in the first sense, in a strong sense, in an etymological sense: what is the order of exclusion. Imagine, ladies and gentlemen, a book in the format of a large school notebook with more than 400 pages, fully written by
hand. In which, the author would do with his hand his own drawings or explanatory diagrams, in which he would still take his scissors and his glue in a stick to cut and stick to him pictures gleaned here and there, in old books, in used dictionaries, on photocopies or on I don't know what an unusual medium. Imagine a mad enthusiast, an
unnamed lover and above all without the limitations of the theater in all its forms, in all places and all ages. Imagine a dramatic culture to any great specialist who teaches at the world's most prestigious universities pale. Imagine the titanic job of cleansing, imagine an extraordinary didactic effort, imagine a book that could do within hours of
someone more settled by the issue than the higher average of his fellow citizens. Well stop imagining, open your eyes, Andre Degaine did it and did it well. Admittedly, it's a bit teehy, and you should love to read this text with an old appearance as a kind of giant souvenir written over time during the long hours of digestion that is, at its core,
theater, but it's really very easy to access. Hats off to Mr. Degain, I admire you from the bottom of my heart, for the incalculable mass of work this represents, for the communicative passion that you manage to convey, for this work, I can never repeat enough, EX-CEP-TI-ON-NEL-LE, but it is certainly only an expression of my opinion that
an anonymous viewer at the back of the room is not. Gills 02 January 2015 Signing this contentSexember the page of critics on Christmas Eve, before my eyes veiled, after listening to the stars and hear the tontinabuler bells, I replaced, under the tree, my slippers with my motorcycle boots. You never know! Everything was calm and
rested. It's time to go to bed. On a sleigh carried away by the wind? Is he going down the chimney? I fell asleep moderately convinced! But the next morning, in slippers, under a tree, I found a book I had always dreamed of... The history of the theatre from the backstory to the present day, all times and in all countries, written and painted
by Andre Degain. A beautiful, unexpected book. It's a great gift to the theatre. It all started with a map, a kind of map of the tenderness of the history of the theater. It is posted at the opening of the work. The style of writing is extremely original. Written by hand, it mixes reproductions of prints, sketches, notes, text and drawings. The whole
book is based on the same model. It all seems a bit cluttered, but, on reading, from the first lines, it lights up, orders itself as if by magic. The point is ambitious, the bet, titanic, seems almost impossible to satisfy. History of the theatre, all times and all countries... But Andre Degain, the absolute viewer, is his business. He was an actor,
decorator, builder, machinist, director, poster artist and author. For almost fifty years he took notes, wrote articles, sketched nature, wrote theatrical calendars for the show, drew from the history of the theater and conducted, always with many drawings, many different studies. Andre Degain's erudition is the erudition of a true theatre
historian. The book is impressive: 436 pages, 2000 illustrations and 1,300 names in the index of correct names. From the backstory of the theatre to the 1970s in France, the author makes a complete and breathtaking panorama of the fourth art. The second book, of the same kind, the guide to theatrical walks in Paris adds, without being
superfluous, to the theme of the History of the Drawing Theatre. These two books are pure pleasure, intelligence and scholarship, without being difficult to access, strict or even pompous. I like to think that they look like notebooks on which my grandfather constantly scribbles and that he always wore in one of the big jacket pockets.... My
little sister was kind enough to offer me this book for Christmas and I have to tell all theater lovers, scientists or beotians that this great volume is a treasure! In its richness (since it begins with a backstory and tries to cover all the countries of the world), its pedagogy (2000 illustrations, but be careful! is also not an illustrated book for
children), but a rarity of some evidence that would fly forever without this collection in paper (sketches of modern productions ...). Judge on this first two-page entitled Little History Theatre... The map is not exactly tender with our eyes, but almost as dense as the 25th century existence of the drama! As photocopying kills the book, of
course, I'm not going to have fun playing all the pages (over 400, always with the same fly paws) of this real Bible, but here are some historical anecdotes: Young Roman peasants organized at the end of the harvest show in which they sent themselves versified shit in the face. Some kind of battle that. The name of these little satirical and
village sketches: satura. In the Middle Ages, satire was also appreciated in France. Joyful fraternities with memorable names (The in Rouen, Les Sots in Paris...) played satirical sketches full of references to current events. Buffon's clothes, donkey ears, bells, all was well to draw the general madness of society! Mr. Antoine (who gave his
name to the Antoine Theatre in Paris) had a cumbersome false pupil, a certain Frederic de Chirac, who claimed to be the heir to the Libre Theatre. The latter pushed naturalism into the theater to the point of shame and was jailed for the bloody abortion scene. Here you know what you have to do to shine at dinner or please the theater!
You can buy the book online and pick it up at the nearest bookstore at this link Place for libraires: History comic theatre - Andre Degaine → See also our list of texts and scenes from theater, film and literature (for listening, for work or for fun) on Christmas Eve, before my eyes veiled, listening to the stars and hearing the tontinabuler bells, I
replaced, under the tree, my slippers with my motorcycle. You never know! Everything was calm and rested. It's time to go to bed. On a sleigh carried away by the wind? Is he going down the chimney? I fell asleep moderately convinced! But the next morning, in slippers, under a tree, I found a book I had always dreamed of... The history
of the theatre, from the backstory to the present day, all times and all countries, written and drawn by Andre Degain. A beautiful, unexpected book. It's a great gift to the theatre. It all started with a map, a kind of map of the tenderness of the history of the theater. It is posted at the opening of the work. The style of writing is extremely
original. Written by hand, it mixes reproductions of prints, sketches, notes, text and drawings. The whole book is based on the same model. It all seems a bit cluttered, but, on reading, from the first lines, it lights up, orders itself as if by magic. The point is ambitious, the bet, titanic, seems almost impossible to satisfy. History of the theatre,
all times and all countries... But Andre Degain, the absolute viewer, is his business. He was an actor, decorator, builder, machinist, director, poster artist and author. For almost fifty years he took notes, wrote articles, sketched nature, wrote theatrical calendars for the show, drew from the history of the theater and conducted, always with
many drawings, many different studies. Scholarship Degain is a true theatre historian. The book is impressive: 436 pages, 2000 illustrations and 1,300 names in the index of correct names. From the backstory of the theatre to the 1970s in France, the author makes a complete and breathtaking panorama of the fourth art. The second book,
of the same kind, the guide to theatrical walks in Paris adds, without being superfluous, to the theme of the History of the Drawing Theatre. These two books are pure pleasure, intelligence and scholarship, without being difficult to access, strict or even pompous. I like to think that they look like notebooks on which my grandfather
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